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IF & WISH CLAUSES

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If all supermarkets ---- recyclable bags, 
consumers would be able to help fi ght 
pollution.

A)   will use  B)   have used

C)   are using D)   used

  E)   have been using

2. If whales continue to give birth to such small 
numbers of calves each year, they ---- extinct 
in less than 200 years.

A)   became  B)   had become

C)   could become D)   would become

  E)   would have become

3. If it ---- a lot last year, the crops ---- of better 
quality this year. We don’t know what to do 
with this small amount of crops.

A)   had rained / would be

B)   were raining / could have been

C)   would rain / might be

D)   rained / were

E)   had been raining / will be

4. As I was stuck in a traffi c jam, I wished I ---- 
public transportation instead of my own car. 
They are faster in the rush hours.

A)   would use B)   had used

C)   use  D)   am using

  E)   would have used

5. Cigarette related diseases ---- if people 
stopped smoking at an early age. 
Unfortunately the whole society doesn’t give 
enough attention to it.

A)   would have prevented

B)   had prevented

C)   could be prevented

D)   were prevented

E)   have prevented

6. ---- your ticket fail to arrive before the 
departure date, we will arrange to have a 
duplicate waiting at the station.

A)   Unless  B)   If

C)   Were  D)   Providing

  E)   Should

7. If complaints ---- into action, into solutions, 
maybe people ---- less need to participate in 
certain behaviours.

A)   had been turned / have had

B)   have been turned / had

C)   would have been turned / had had

D)   were turned / would have

E)   are being turned / would have had

8. Oil supply will no longer be able to meet 
demand ---- we drastically cut consumption. 
We shouldn’t use it needlessly.

A)   providing  B)   if

C)   only if  D)   unless

  E)   but for
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9. If more people ---- that they can eat whatever 
they want in reasonable portions, they would 
never have to do a diet again.

A)   would understand B)   can understand

C)   will understand D)   understand

  E)   understood

10. Many people wish the government ---- more 
precaution before the massive earthquake 
that damaged thousands of buildings.

A)   had taken B)   took

C)   should take D)   would take

  E)   could take

11. My wife wouldn’t have been so angry with 
me if I ---- that it was her birthday yesterday. I 
promised her that I would never forget it.

A)   didn’t forget

B)   hadn’t forgotten

C)   wouldn’t forget

D)   don’t forget

E)   haven’t forgotten

12. We ---- other traditions even if they are 
different than those of ours. Every society 
has its values and traditions dear to them.

A)   didn’t prejudge

B)   shouldn’t prejudge

C)   hadn’t prejudged

D)   wouldn’t prejudge

E)   might not have prejudged 

13. My mother ---- my birthday cake herself if 
her boss ---- her for a meeting. The cake we 
bought from the bakery was not delicious.

A)   baked / wouldn’t call

B)   has made / hadn’t called

C)   would have baked / hadn’t called

D)   could have made / doesn’t call

E)   would bake / hasn’t called

14. Pluto is so small that it ---- a planet if it ---- 
today. There are more sophisticated devices 
today.

A)   wouldn’t consider / were discovered

B)   hasn’t been considered / was discovered

C)   hadn’t considered / would discover

D)   was not considered / will be discovered

E)   wouldn’t be considered / were discovered

15. ---- people had spoken out in the early days 
of Nazism, so many people wouldn’t have 
been slaughtered needlessly.

A)   Unless  B)   If

C)   In case  D)   If only

  E)   But for

16. TOEFL examination ---- by anyone whose 
native language is not English, even if you ---- 
high school.

A)   must be taken / have attended

B)   should have taken / attended

C)   had been taken / would have attended

D)   was taken / would attend

E)   will have taken / will attend
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IF & WISH CLAUSES

1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya 
da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. You should prevent any loose object from 
being sucked into an operating electric fan, 
---- it may cause overheating and catch fi re.

A)   in order that B)   otherwise

C)   but for  D)   unless

  E)   so that

2. Scientists speculate that if intelligent life ---- 
in the universe, it ---- to make contact with us 
by sending radio waves.

A)   exists / would try

B)   had existed / might be trying

C)   existed / would try

D)   might exist / used to try

E)   would exist / tried

3. Yesterday, when I was going over my e-mails, 
I deleted some mails which I wish I ----. I 
regret having done so.

A)   haven’t done B)   can’t do

C)   didn’t do  D)   hadn’t done

  E)   won’t do

4. If unknown civilizations ---- ten thousand 
years ago, evidence of their existence ---- 
even today.

A)   have existed / will exist

B)   existed / would exist

C)   could exist / might have been existing

D)   might exist / had existed

E)   had existed / would exist

5. While bringing up my children I set strict 
rules, ---- I could have lost the control over 
them.

A)   unless  B)   otherwise

C)   on condition that D)   if

  E)   provided

6. If marijuana ----, it would be harder to control 
the use of more serious drugs such as heroin 
and cocaine.

A)   is legalized

B)   has been legalized

C)   were legalized 

D)   would be legalized

E)   would have been legalized

7. The prices have gone up sharply; I wish the 
government ---- something urgently before it 
becomes worse.

A)   have done B)   had done

C)   could do  D)   will do

  E)   would have done

8. If tulips ---- deeply, they ---- large, uniform 
fl owers for many years. You won’t have to 
plant them again.

A)   planted / would have produced

B)   have been planted / would produce

C)   would be planted / might produce

D)   are planted / will produce

E)   would have been planted / could produce
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9. A new technology ---- unless people start 
using it when it is still new. Therefore, we 
should reach large masses.

A)   can’t spread B)   hasn’t spread

C)   didn’t spread D)   hadn’t spread

  E)   wouldn’t have spread

10. The US government ---- the cavalry to the 
Sioux reservation if trappers ---- gold. 
Nobody can enter the area without a written 
authorization.

A)   hasn’t sent / wouldn’t fi nd

B)   doesn’t send / hadn’t found

C)   wouldn’t send / haven’t found

D)   didn’t send / wouldn’t have found

E)   wouldn’t have sent / hadn’t found

11. I wish someone ---- us before we lose 
everything we have ever worked for. I feel 
hopeless under these conditions.

A)   has helped

B)   might have helped

C)   had helped 

D)   could help

E)   would have helped

12. I wish I ---- other colleagues about the 
working hours before I started working for 
this company.

A)   would ask B)   asked

C)   were asking D)   could ask

  E)   had asked

13. If everybody ---- a millionaire, nobody would 
have to work. We would spare much more 
time to our hobbies and friends.

A)   were  B)   has been

C)   will be  D)   is

  E)   would be

14. If my sister ---- me to wake up, we ---- by 
smoke inhalation long before the fi re got to 
us.

A)   doesn’t force / will have been overcome

B)   hadn’t forced / would have been overcome

C)   didn’t force / would be overcome

D)   weren’t forcing / might be overcome

E)   hasn’t forced / have been overcome

15. I wish you ---- and just be yourself, but I know 
it is not that easy to do so since there is so 
much on your shoulders.

A)   relax  B)   must relax

C)   could relax D)   should relax

  E)   will relax

16. My brother ---- me to the school yesterday if 
he ---- to get the tank of his car fi lled. I was 
late and couldn’t have the exam the students 
had.

A)   could take / didn’t forget

B)   took / hasn’t forgotten

C)   would have taken / hadn’t forgotten

D)   had taken / didn’t forget

E)   would take / hadn’t forgotten
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